Introduction

It was unfortunate that Igor Stravinsky who had been appointed President of the English Bach Festival in succession to the late Albert Schweitzer was prevented through illness from attending when he was to have conducted among other works a performance of Oedipus Rex. The British public was however given the opportunity for the first time of evaluating the music of the 44-year-old Greek-born composer Iannis Xenakis. He had already attracted considerable attention in Europe and first performances of his works had been given under such conductors as Rosbaud, Boulez, Madema and Scherchen who described Xenakis as "a musician of profound reception, pure and struck by the fire of creation". All the works heard in Oxford in June were new to this country and one, Akrata was receiving its world première. In general the press and public alike admitted to being completely baffled by this new stochastic music described by the composer as being written "according to the laws of mathematical probability". Comments ranged from "a nimble Japanese obliged to commit a violent assault on a defenceless Steinway" (Daily Mail description of Herma) to "there is much that is vivid, music that is highly original, a little that is actually quite beautiful" (The Times describing Akrata).

The outstanding event of the last season in New York was the North American première of Alberto Ginastera's opera, Don Rodrigo, which was chosen to open the New York City Opera's first season at the New York State Theater in Lincoln Center. The opinions of the public and the press were unanimous in acclaiming it as one of the most impressive operas of our time and so great was the demand for tickets that two extra unscheduled performances had to be given. The opera will be in the repertoire of the City Opera again next spring. The following headlines are typical of the enthusiastic tributes:

"New York Opera finds a winner"—The Times.
"Dazzling U.S. première of Don Rodrigo"

In London Richard Strauss's opera Die Frau ohne Schatten was heard for the first time, when the Hamburg State Opera gave two performances in May at Sadler's Wells. The opera was enthusiastically received and all tickets were sold out soon after booking opened. This augurs well for the success of the Covent Garden production scheduled for next season.

It might be interesting to note here that Boosey & Hawkes in 1965 and 1966 have been celebrating two important anniversaries. In 1816 Thomas Boosey, who up to that date had been concerned with the importation of foreign editions of a scientific and educational character, decided to specialise exclusively in music and purchased new premises for that purpose. This was therefore the beginning of Boosey & Co. as it existed until the amalgamation with Hawkes & Son in 1930. 1865 was the year in which Hawkes & Son was founded, when Jules Rivière and William Hawkes entered into partnership at Soho Square to print and sell brass and military band publications as well as to manufacture musical instruments of every description. The two companies existed in competition until 1930 when they decided to join forces to their mutual advantage. Since that date both the manufacturing and publishing sides of the business have greatly expanded so that whereas before the war 500 clarinets were manufactured in one year the total is now approximately 300 per week.
SYMPHONIC MUSIC

**Henry Barraud**

**CONCERTO**

Henry Barraud's *Concerto pour flûte et orchestre à cordes*, written in 1963, was first performed in Braunschweig by Hans-Jürgen Möhring and the Braunschweig Staatsstheater Chamber Orchestra under Heinz Zeebe on 22nd November of that year. "A work which fascinates at first hearing by its wealth of colourful nuances."

*Braunschweiger Zeitung*

Reduction for flute and piano 15/-  
Pocket score 10/-  
Full score 30/-  
Full score and parts for hire

**Arthur Bliss**

**INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO**

To celebrate the 75th birthday of Sir Arthur Bliss a pocket score of his *Introduction and allegro* for orchestra has recently been published.

Pocket score 12/6  
Full score and parts for hire

**Benjamin Britten**

**CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA**

Benjamin Britten's early *Violin concerto* was written in 1939 during the composer's stay in the United States and Canada. The first performance was given in Carnegie Hall, New York, in 1940 by Antonio Brosa and the New York Philharmonic Orchestra under John Barbirolli. The concerto was later revised in 1958.

Reduction for violin and piano 22/6  
Pocket score 17/6  
Full score 65/-  
Full score and parts for hire

**The Little Sweep**

Since its first performance by the English Opera Group in Aldeburgh in 1949 this "entertainment for young people" has been successfully produced at schools in this country and throughout the world. For the first time the full score and study score have now been made available for sale and a revised vocal score will be published next year.

Full score 120/-  
Study score 40/-  
Full score and parts for hire

**Frederick Delius**

**REQUIEM**

Frederick Delius's *Requiem* has suffered virtually total neglect since its first performance in 1922. At a recent concert in Liverpool the public was given the opportunity of a reappraisal and recognised it as a masterpiece. The performance was excellent and the work was described by The Musical Times as "one of Delius's finest works, the crown of his major compositions". It is to be broadcast by the BBC and already subsequent performances have been planned.

Study score 10/-  
Full score 45/-  
Full score and parts for hire

**Antal Dorati et al.**

**VARIATIONS ON A THEME OF ZOLTÁN KODÁLY**

To celebrate Kodály's eightieth birthday in 1962 five of his former pupils each wrote a variation on a theme from his first string quartet which have now been published as a set. The variations were first performed in Holland in 1962 and royalties from the sale of the work together with performance fees are credited to the Kodály Foundation, an organisation set up with the aim and purpose of encouraging and assisting young composers.

Pocket score 15/-  
Full score 45/-  
Full score and parts for hire

**Alberto Ginastera**

**ESTANCIA**

This ballet in one act and five scenes depicts the happenings of one day on an "estancia" on the Pampa. It was first performed at the Teatro Colon, Buenos Aires in 1952. One of the movements, *Triste pampeano*, is published for sale as a guitar solo and the *Danza final* is available separately in an arrangement for military band.

Piano score 30/-  
Full score and parts for hire

MATINÉES MUSICALEST

Pocket scores of these two popular arrangements of movements from Rossini are now published for the first time.

each 15/-
Benjamin Lees

SYMPHONY NO. 2

A pocket score of Benjamin Lees' Second symphony has just been published. The work was commissioned by the Louisville Orchestra and first performed in Louisville in 1958. It has been featured regularly in programmes throughout the United States since that date and was introduced to European audiences at a concert in Brussels in 1961. The Journal American wrote after a performance by George Szell and the Cleveland Orchestra: “In design and craftsmanship Lees has written a fine symphony. The way in which he used the orchestra is a study in itself.”

Pocket score 25/– Full score and parts for hire

The Violin concerto, with performances in France and Germany as well as several in the United States, has earned widespread recognition since it was first heard in February 1964 at a concert given by Henryk Szeryng, to whom the work is dedicated, with the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Erich Leinsdorf. Time Magazine described it as “a small masterpiece” and Musical America wrote: "The Lees concerto impressed me as an important new work. It is characterized by a wonderfully unfettered and businesslike realisation of its formal schemes through virile melodic material."

Reduction for violin and piano 20/– Full score 75/–
Pocket score 25/– Full score and parts for hire

This dramatic cantata for soloists, chorus and orchestra, written in 1961, was commissioned for the dedication of the new Seattle opera house. The first performance was given by the Seattle Symphony Orchestra in May 1962 during the World Fair celebrations.

"Lees' music, is by turns, filled with grandeur . . . it is lyrical and lovely, even enchanting in portions.”

Seattle Post—Intelligence

Vocal score 35/– Full score and parts for hire

Igor Stravinsky

INTROITUS: T. S. ELIOT IN MEMORIAM

The first performance of the Introitus was given by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Robert Craft on the 17th April, 1965, at a concert which also included the world premiere of the Variations for orchestra. The Chicago Daily News wrote:

"The effect was gentle, ascetic and allusive to medieval modes, though the technique used was 20th century chrome-plated serialism."

Pocket score 4/6 Full score 12/6

Full score and parts for hire

VARIATIONS FOR ORCHESTRA

Following its world première in Chicago last year many performances of the Variations for orchestra have taken place throughout the world. The work was introduced to London audiences at a memorable concert at the Royal Festival Hall in September last year, at which the composer himself was present to conduct Firebird as well as the earlier Fireworks.

Pocket score 7/6 Full score 20/–

Full score and parts for hire

Peter Maxwell Davies

FIVE MOTETS

Five motets for soprano, alto, tenor, bass, double chorus and instruments was given its first performance in March 1965 at the St. Pancras Festival concert by the Ambrosian Singers and the English Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Norman Del Mar. The work was enthusiastically received and The Sunday Times wrote:

"... It is the music's physical sound, with its powerfully emotive qualities, which makes the strongest impression. The intensity of vision behind the music communicates itself in the short, tense crescendi on held notes, in the pregnant, angular phrases sung by the soloists, and above all in the vividly imagined chords, which are laid out with uncanny skill and to uncanny effect."

Vocal score 30/– Study score 15/– Full score 45/–

Full score and parts for hire

Bohuslav Martinu

SYMPHONY NO. 2

Up till now only the first, fourth and fifth symphonies of the Czech-born composer Bohuslav Martinu have been readily available. The first publication of the Second symphony, a hitherto little-known work written in the United States in 1943, marks an important step, therefore, towards the general introduction to a wider audience of this composer's earlier symphonies.

Pocket score 17/6 Full score 52/6

Full score and parts for hire

1943, marks an important step, therefore, towards the general introduction to a wider audience of this composer's earlier symphonies.
Dmitri Kabalevsky  FOUR LITTLE PIECES
Four attractive pieces of third grade standard each depicting one favourite children’s game.
“No young player will be able to resist Kabalevsky’s cheerful spirited Four little pieces. The persistent gaiety is never forced and the writing so delightfully clear, direct and tuneful.”
Pianomaker 5/6

Benjamin Lees  PIANO SONATA NO. 4
A new sonata written in 1963 to a Ford Foundation commission.
“A three movement work which, to my mind, is among the most important of recent piano works.”
Musical Opinion 17/6

Serge Rachmaninoff  ITALIAN POLKA
A reprint of an easy arrangement by Siloti of one of Rachmaninoff’s most popular works.

Dmitri Shostakovich  DANCES OF THE DOLLS
Seven various dances of fourth grade standard specially composed for the young pianist in an attractive modern yet essentially tuneful style.
“So far as I am concerned Dances of the dolls is sheer delight. If this does not become the album of the month I shall be surprised.”
Pianomaker 6/-

Ivan Tcherepnin  FOUR PIECES FROM BEFORE
Ivan Tcherepnin, the son of the distinguished Russian-born composer Alexander Tcherepnin, was born in 1943. The separate pieces in this short collection were all composed before he reached his nineteenth birthday.

FAMOUS RHYTHM CLASSICS
Six of the most popular evergreens in new and up-to-date arrangements for the electric or pipe organ by William Davies:

- Caravan
- Solitude
- Organ grinder’s swing
- These foolish things
- Moonglow
- Rio Rhythm

7/-

REPERTOIRE ALBUM
The Repertoire Albums have been compiled by Dr. Leo Podolsky in collaboration with June Davison and Ardella Schaub, all of whom, in addition to many successful concert engagements, have had long experience of all forms of musical education in the United States. Including as they do much original as well as hitherto undiscovered material the albums form a useful alternative to the usual pieces set for examinations.

Lower Elementary I Lower Elementary II
Upper Elementary I Upper Elementary II
Lower Intermediate I

7/- each

Further volumes are in preparation and a special leaflet is available on request.

MUSICAL GATEWAY SERIES
The following items in this well-known series have now been re-issued:

- Come and play . . . . 4/-
- From my window . . . . 4/-
- Fun of the fair . . . . 4/6
- The Lord Mayor’s show . . . . 4/-
- Maytime . . . . . 4/-
- The musical gateway . . . . 4/-
- Over the hills . . . . 5/6
- Tunes of all times . . . . 4/-
- Very first classics . . . . 4/-

A special leaflet giving further details is available on request.
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Irwin Bazelon
BRASS QUINTET
The Brass quintet, by Irwin Bazelon, for two trumpets, horn, tenor and bass trombone was commissioned and premiered by the American Brass Quintet in New York in March 1964 as part of the “Music In Our Time” series. 30/-

Robert Dillon
PETITE ETUDE, for flute and piano 7/6

Don Gillis
BRUSHY CREEK, for bassoon and piano 6/6
COURTHOUSE SQUARE, for oboe and piano 7/6
FROM A WINTER’S DREAM, for clarinet and piano 5/6
NORTH HARRIS, for flute and piano 7/6

Alberto Ginastera
QUINTETTO
Alberto Ginastera’s Quintetto for piano and string quartet was first heard during the 26th International Contemporary Music Festival in Venice in April 1963. It created a deep impression on that occasion and has since been performed frequently by the original interpreters. 60/-

Paul Harvey
GRADE STUDY-DUETS
Following the great success of his original Graded study-duets, Paul Harvey has now completed two further books in the same style—the first for two trumpets and the second also for two clarinets which follows on from the first book although the individual pieces are naturally rather more advanced.

"... a very useful assortment, using the extremer keys ... with height and multi-sharp-and-flat work, here is matter to exercise wits and wind to excellent advantage." Music Teacher each 6/-

Nicholas Maw
STRING QUARTET
Nicholas Maw’s String quartet was commissioned for the first Harlow Arts Festival and performed there by the Alberni Quartet on 12th July, 1965; further performances were subsequently given in London including a broadcast at a B.B.C. Invitation Concert on 1st March, 1966.

"It abounds with exciting ideas, intellectual, melodic and textual." The Times
Pocket score 15/-
Set of parts 40/-

J. P. Sweelinck
VARIATIONS ON A FOLKSONG
An attractive transcription by Ernest Lubin for woodwind quintet of the early 16th century Dutch composer’s variations on the beautiful folksong “Mein junges Leben hat ein End.” 15/-

RECODER MUSIC

The first items to be published in this series containing original compositions as well as arrangements of standard popular numbers include:

Jamaican rumba—Arthur Benjamin, descant and treble recorder and piano.
3/6 extra part 1/-

March from “A Little Suite”—Trevor Duncan, two descant recorders and piano.
3/6 extra part 1/-

Five cameos—Derek Healey, descant recorder and piano.
4/6 extra part 1/-

Polka from “Schwanda”—Jaromír Weinberger, two descant recorders and piano.
3/6 extra parts 1/-

“Fun to play and listen to”
“Effective arrangements”
CHORAL MUSIC

Keith Bissell
THE S.A.B. CHOIR
22 SONGS FOR S.A.B.
In these two books Keith Bissell has shown great skill in giving all three parts well-written melodic lines. The melody is often set for one of the two lower voices—for musical rather than educational reasons.

William Bowie
HAST THOU NOT KNOWN
CCS 77
Anthem for SATB and organ.

William Bowie
MY ROCK AND MY CASTLE
CCS 78
SATB and organ.

Benjamin Britten
FANCIE
MFS 780
Unison voices and piano.
KING HEROD AND THE COCK
WR 2039
Unison voices and piano.
A NEW YEAR CAROL
WR 2041
Unison voices and piano.

Cecil Cope
BEAUTY
MFS 789
TTBB unaccompanied.

Ivor R. Davies
PRAYERS FROM THE ARK
SATB unaccompanied.

Michael Head
THE LITTLE ROAD TO BETHLEHEM
MFS 788
SAB with optional piano.

Wilfred Josephs
SO SHE WENT INTO THE GARDEN
MFS 762
3 part equal voices and piano (with optional recorders).

Zoltán Kodály
FANCY
MFS 779
SSA unaccompanied.

H. R. Wilson and Walter Ehret
SALUTE TO MUSIC

VOCAL MUSIC

Aaron Copland
POET'S SONG
This early work of Aaron Copland for high voice written in 1926 to words by E. E. Cummings is now available separately for the first time.

Gerald Finzi
OH FAIR TO SEE TO A POET
On his death in 1956 Gerald Finzi left many songs unpublished which were later edited and collected into four volumes by his widow and his son and his great friend Howard Ferguson. The appearance of these two latest volumes for high voice and piano, and for low voice and piano, respectively, completes the series which was started in 1958 with the publication of Till earth outwears and I said to Love.

"... sensitive, unstrained, often very happy settings of good thoughts, which I recommend to lovers of sound songs."—Music Teacher

Robert Ivan Foster
FOUR CANADIAN COWBOY SONGS
This collection of four traditional cowboy songs of the prairies has been arranged for baritone with piano and guitar accompaniment by James Butt.

Michael Head
BIRD-SONG
An attractive song for soprano with piano and optional flute accompaniment to words by Marjorie Raymond. It is dedicated to Joan Sutherland.

THE HOMECOMING OF THE SHEEP
An attractive song for soprano or mezzo-soprano to words by Francis Ledwidge, especially suitable for festivals.

Geoff Sisley
SPANISH GUITAR ALBUM
This new album contains nine traditional folk-songs including I know where I'm goin', The star of the County Down, My ain folk, etc., in new and
expert arrangements for voice with guitar accompaniment. It is equally suitable whether as the accompaniment for a solo vocalist or as the backing for a group. 5/6

Morris Surdin  PRAIRIE BOY, PRAIRIE BOY
A lyrical cowboy song for baritone or bass by the young Canadian composer Morris Surdin to words by W. O. Mitchell. 3/6

RICHARD STRAUSS LIEDER—COMPLETE EDITION IN FOUR VOLUMES
With the publication of the fourth volume, the commemorative edition of Richard Strauss' songs issued by Boosey & Hawkes and Fürstner to coincide with the centenary of the composer's birth is completed. Under the editorship of Dr. Franz Trenner, one of the most prominent Strauss scholars, the musical and literary texts have been carefully revised and biographical and critical notes added to each volume. Several hitherto unknown songs are here published for the first time.

Forty guineas complete
The volumes of this limited edition are not available for sale separately.

ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
Francesco Geminiani  CONCERTO GROSSO
A new edition by Alfredo Antonini, the musical director for the Columbia Broadcasting Service, of the Concerto grosso in G minor, op. 3 No. 2 for string orchestra.
Score 10/-  Parts each 2/-

Arthur Sullivan  COX AND BOX OVERTURE
A new arrangement by Norman Richardson for full orchestra of the sparkling overture to Sullivan's ever-popular one-act operetta.
Score 15/-  Full orchestra 20/-  Parts each 2/-

Ernest Tomlinson  A GEORGIAN MINIATURE
A tuneful and light-hearted work for woodwind and strings, well within the capabilities of the average amateur orchestra of today.
"If only all modern composers would—or could—write as simply or engagingly as this."  Musical Opinion
Score 10/-  Set of parts 12/6  Parts each 1/6

Gilbert Vinter  HUNTER'S MOON
After its long success in the original version for horn and piano Gilbert Vinter has now arranged the accompaniment effectively for full orchestra (excluding brass).
Score 17/6  Set of parts 20/-  Parts each 2/-

YOUTH ORCHESTRA SERIES
A new series of original compositions for school and amateur orchestras by leading contemporary composers:

Aaron Copland  Down a country lane
Andrzej Panufnik  Two lyric pieces

The prices for the two works are the same
Score 7/6  Set of parts 15/-  Parts each 1/6
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MUSIC FOR BRASS BAND

Clare Grundman  GRAND MARCH  BBJ 886
Set 12/6  Extra parts each  1/-

MUSIC FOR MILITARY BAND

Roger Barsotti  CLARINET CAMEO  QMB 275
An effective number featuring three clarinets—the long chromatic passages will prove especially rewarding for soloists who are complete masters of their instruments.  35/-

Aaron Copland  EMBLEMS  QMB 339
This new work by Aaron Copland was commissioned by the College Band Directors National Association and first performed in Tempe, Arizona. It offers a challenge to young players without unnecessarily over-straining their technical abilities.  80/-

Herbert Hazelman  GALLIC GALOP  QMB 335
A free adaptation for full military band of Auber’s ever popular Crown diamonds.  35/-

Charles Weiner  COLORS FLYING  QMB 334
A new and effective concert march which has been composed with special regard for the limited techniques and capabilities of the junior band.  35/-